
Measurements in centimeters only

Weight Kg male female

Shoes n.

COUNTRY CUSTOMER ORDER
NUMBER

For producer only

SIZE ___________

The harness comes complete with one Austrialpin HG steel carabiner.

There are four loops for towing: two for aero towing and two for winch towing.

The camera pocket, radio pocket and dragchute container are located on the

opposite side of the rescue parachute container.

The dragchute container is on the left side behind the rescue parachute

container.

Please take all measurements with light clothes on (T-shirt, jeans and trainer

shoes) and write them into the boxes.

IMPORTANT: the difference between the total height and the shoulder height

should be from 26 to 32 cm. If not, the measurements are probabily wrong and

you must take them again!

To avoid having too wide a harness, please take:

- the chest measurement 5 cm below the armpit at the nipple level

- the hip measurement around your bottom
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NOTE

Order form
Order date:

__________________

THE BLACK PANELS CAN ONLY BE BLACK

Standard: a single strap sliding on a rope integrated in the back
board.

Friction: Standard system with an extra friction device on the main
attachment that works on a thin rope fixed at both ends of the back
board.

Inside Trim: the "angle of dangle" can be changed using an inside
lever.

PTS:  the "angle of dangle" can be set pushing your feet against the
foot board.
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